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FRONT MATTER
Title page
Voice: Publisher
Repeats the title and author as printed on the cover or spine.
Colophon
Voice: Printer
Technical information such as edition dates, copyrights,
typefaces and the name and address of the printer. In modern
books usually on the verso of the title page, but in some books
placed at the end (see Back matter).
Contents
Voice: Publisher
This is a list of chapter headings, and nested subheadings,
together with their respective page numbers. This includes all
front-matter items listed below together with chapters in the body
matter and back matter. The number of levels of subheadings shown
should be limited so as to keep the contents list short, ideally one
page or possibly a double-page spread.
Foreword
Voice: Author
Voice: The author or some other real person
A foreword will tell of some interaction between the writer of
the foreword and the story or the writer of the story. A foreword
to later editions of a work often explains in what respects that
edition differs from previous ones.
Preface
Voice: Author
A preface generally covers the story of how the book came into
being, or how the idea for the book was developed; this is often
followed by thanks and acknowledgments to people who were
helpful to the author during the time of writing.
Acknowledgment
Voice: Author
Often part of the Preface, rather than a separate section in its own right,
it acknowledges those who contributed to the creation of the book.
A beginning section which states the purpose and goals of the book
BOOK / BODY

BACK MATTER
Afterword
Voice: The author or some other real person
An afterword generally covers the story of how the book came
into being, or of how the idea for the book was developed.
Conclusion
Voice: Author
Appendix or Addendum*
Voice: Author
This supplemental addition to a given main work may correct
errors, explain inconsistencies or otherwise detail or update the
information found in the main work.
Glossary
Voice: Author
The glossary consists of a set of definitions of words of importance to the work. They are normally alphabetized. The entries
may consist of places and characters, which is common for
longer works of fiction.
Bibliography
Voice: Author
This cites other works consulted when writing the body. It is
most common in non-fiction books or research papers.
Index
Voice: Author / Publisher
This list of terms used in the text contains references, often
page numbers, to where the terms can be found in the text.
Most common in non-fiction books.
Colophon [may be included in front matter]
Voice: Publisher
This brief description may be located at the end of a book or on
the verso of the title page. It describes production notes relevant
to the edition and may include a printer’s mark or logotype.

